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the issue i was having is with this account, for whatever reason, some of the strings were all upper case and others were all lower case. so that made life a little complicated, but i also got the source code so that made it easier. i wasnt sure what i wanted to be the injection, so i thought i would try some builtin functions. and i found some interesting stuff, including __thiscall
and __cdecl calling conventions. i know __thiscall meant it was used in dllmain. and now i knew i was working in a dll, but if youd just dropped the dll into explorer.exe, youd crash it. so i needed to get this in the right spot. when i looked into how to do it, i found a tricky way to make this work. i take advantage of this sort of mix where there was a dllmain call to a dllmain

before a windows api in the __cdecl calling convention. i just needed a dllmain that wasnt in __cdecl and was in __thiscall. but if youd just get rid of the dllmain, you’d crash windows explorer. luj is super cool. its a challenge with a reward of experience. its really hard to get to root, but as long as you can get to luj console you can abuse openvpn to get a shell. from there, ill
find an open shell as luj, and use that to tunnel a connection to my payload. ill bypass the av by deleting the local cache, and then search for the local folder. ill deploy the payload from my luj shell, and eventually gain root. i dont get a local shell, but ill abuse -y to get a new, known plain text version of luj. i then download and find an ssh key character by character. once it

completes, i can ssh as root, and get root. ill make a handy exe file with all the local root powers (implying that its not atomic), attack the endpoint with xml bruteforce, and get a final bootable shell.
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